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Abstract Despite the importance of interdecadal climate variability, we have a limited understanding of
which geographic regions are associated with global temperature variability at these timescales. The
instrumental record tends to be too short to develop sample statistics to study interdecadal climate
variability, and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5 (CMIP5) climate models tend to disagree
about which locations most strongly inﬂuence global mean interdecadal temperature variability. Here we
use a new paleoclimate data assimilation product, the Last Millennium Reanalysis (LMR), to examine where
local variability is associated with global mean temperature variability at interdecadal timescales. The LMR
framework uses an ensemble Kalman ﬁlter data assimilation approach to combine the latest paleoclimate
data and state‐of‐the‐art model data to generate annually resolved ﬁeld reconstructions of surface
temperature, which allow us to explore the timing and dynamics of preinstrumental climate variability in
new ways. The LMR consistently shows that the middle‐ to high‐latitude north Paciﬁc and the high‐latitude
North Atlantic tend to lead global temperature variability on interdecadal timescales. These ﬁndings have
important implications for understanding the dynamics of low‐frequency climate variability in the
preindustrial era.

Plain Language Summary

The combined impacts of natural climate variability and global
warming will deﬁne how we experience 21st century climate change. Despite the importance of climate
variability at interdecadal timescales, we have a limited understanding of which regions around the globe
may be driving decade‐long warming and cooling shifts in global surface air temperature. It is difﬁcult to
study temperature variations lasting decades to centuries because instrumental observations are too short,
and climate model simulations disagree on regional sources of natural climate variability. Here we use a new
data set, the Last Millennium Reanalysis, that combines preinstrumental (paleoclimate) records with
climate model data to extend our knowledge of past climate variations and what may be causing them. The
Last Millennium Reanalysis data suggest that regions of the North Paciﬁc and North Atlantic Oceans are
associated with global temperature variations on decadal timescales.

1. Introduction
In the coming decades, much of the regional impact of global warming will be determined by the combined
effects of climate variability superimposed on a warming signal (e.g., Hawkins & Sutton, 2009; Kirtman
et al., 2013). Internal climate variability and climate variability driven by natural forcing are important
because they can either enhance or mask anthropogenic surface air temperature (SAT) warming in a given
geographic region or on a global scale (e.g., Hegerl et al., 2018; Knutson et al., 2016; Meehl et al., 2011,
2013; Schurer et al., 2015; Steinman et al., 2015; Trenberth & Fasullo, 2013; Watanabe et al., 2014).
Intradecadal regional‐ and global‐scale temperature variability is relatively well studied (e.g., Jones, 1989;
Trenberth et al., 1998), but we have a limited understanding of the drivers of lower frequency climate variability (Masson‐Delmotte et al., 2013).
Although much progress has been made characterizing Earth's global and hemispheric‐scale temperature
response to climate forcings (e.g., Crowley, 2000; Goosse et al., 2005; Schurer et al., 2013), the speciﬁc sources
of global, interdecadal temperature variability remain poorly constrained. The instrumental record is too
short to adequately estimate variability at these timescales, so paleoclimate records and climate model simulations must be used to study this lower frequency climate variability (e.g., Masson‐Delmotte et al., 2013).
Model simulations are often used to study interdecadal climate variability (e.g., Stolpe et al., 2017, 2018;
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Stouffer et al., 2000), but Brown et al. (2016, 2015) show that climate models disagree about which geographic regions may be inﬂuencing global mean surface air temperatures (GMSAT) at interdecadal timescales. Paleoclimate data can provide an observation‐based perspective of low‐frequency climate
variability, but proxy records are noisy recorders of climate signals and are unevenly (and sparsely) distributed around the globe.
Here, we take advantage of recent advances in climate modeling, proxy record availability, and data assimilation to generate annually resolved SAT reconstructions of the last millennium (LM) in the Last
Millennium Reanalysis (LMR) framework (Hakim et al., 2016; Steiger et al., 2014, 2018; Tardif et al.,
2019). We use data assimilation to bring a hybrid proxy‐model perspective to the question of which regions
are inﬂuencing GMSAT. The LMR framework combines the physically‐based covariances in climate models
with the observationally‐based timing of variability in paleoclimate records. This observation‐model hybrid
is used to advance understanding of the local and regional drivers of preinstrumental climate variability.
To determine which regions may inﬂuence low‐frequency global temperature variability in models and the
LMR, we employ two methods. First, we use a regression‐based approach to measure the relationship
between local grid point variability and GMSAT variability at interdecadal timescales. Following Brown
et al. (2015), we deﬁne a location as a “Region of Signiﬁcant Inﬂuence” (ROSI) on GMSAT at interdecadal
timescales if the location shows a signiﬁcant, positive relationship with GMSAT and local variability leads
GMSAT, implying that local dynamics may be driving global changes. As we describe in sections 1 and 3,
this ROSI method uses GMSAT as the predictor in the regression calculations. Therefore, we also use a spectral coherence method (e.g., Mann & Park, 1993) to ﬁnd local regions that have a signiﬁcant relationship
with GMSAT and lead GMSAT variability at interdecadal timescales.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the climate model data, proxy
data, LMR framework, and analytical methods. Section 3 describes results of the two analytical methods
to determine the regions associated with interdecadal changes in GMSAT. Section 4 presents our conclusions and discusses potential limitations to using paleoclimate reconstructions and the LMR framework to
study local air temperature variability.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. CMIP5 LM
We use gridded SAT model output from 10 all‐forcing Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5
(CMIP5) LM model simulations spanning the years 850–1849 CE (Schmidt et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2012):
BCC‐CSM1‐1, NCAR‐CCSM4, CSIRO‐Mk3L‐1‐2, FGOALS‐s2, GISS‐E2‐R r1i1p121, HadCM3, IPSL‐CM5A‐
LR, MIROC‐ESM, MPI‐ESM‐P, and MRI‐CGCM3. Here we limit our analysis to the pre‐industrial era to distinguish preanthropogenic, low‐frequency temperature variability from the recent global warming signal and to
avoid the potential impact of recent warming on natural, internal climate variability (e.g., Brown et al., 2017;
Rind et al., 1989; Stouffer & Wetherald, 2007). CMIP5 data are regridded to a standard ~2° × 2° grid (the
Twentieth Century Reanalysis grid; Compo et al., 2011) before regression and coherence calculations.
2.2. LMR and Paleoclimate Data Assimilation
CMIP5 models can provide a dynamically consistent, spatially complete picture of variability in the climate
system, but the timing of variability in these models may not coincide with the timing of variability in observations. Paleoclimate data can provide an observation‐based constraint on the timing of variability as it has
occurred in the “real world,” but these proxy records tend to be noisy records of the climate and unevenly
spaced geographically. The LMR framework uses an ensemble Kalman ﬁlter data assimilation approach
to combine paleoclimate data and CMIP5 data by accounting for the uncertainty in each. The LMR relies
on covariances in climate model data and the timing and magnitude of variability in paleoclimate data to
generate annually resolved ﬁeld reconstructions of variables such as SAT (Hakim et al., 2016; Steiger
et al., 2014).
Here we use paleoclimate records from the LMR database version 1.0.0 (Anderson et al., 2019), which consists of subannually (averaged to annual resolution) and annually resolved paleoclimate data from the
PAGES2k Phase 2 database (Emile‐Geay et al., 2017), supplemented with Breitenmoser tree ring data
(Breitenmoser et al., 2014) and proxy data from the National Centers for Environmental Information. The
PARSONS AND HAKIM
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number of available proxy records decreases before the twentieth century (e.g., Anderson et al., 2019; Tardif
et al., 2019). Here we focus our analyses on the time period 1500–1850 CE to maximize proxy data availability; there are 548 proxies available in 1500 CE, 736 proxies in 1600 CE, and 2,354 proxies in 1850 CE.
We employ the regression‐based proxy system modeling (PSM) approach (as opposed to a process‐based
PSM) described by Tardif et al. (2019) to map the climate model ﬁelds (e.g., SAT and precipitation) to the
proxy measurements (e.g., tree ring width). We ﬁt each paleoclimate record to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Goddard Institute of Space Studies surface temperature version 4 data
(GISTEMP; Hansen et al., 2010) over the 1880–2016 CE time period. To account for the impact of growing
season on trees, we employ objectively determined seasonal predictors for each tree ring record (e.g.,
Tardif et al., 2019) ﬁt to monthly GISTEMP and Global Precipitation and Climatology Centre version 6 data
(Schneider et al., 2014) over the 1901–2010 CE time period. For all other proxy records, we calculate regressions among each proxy and annual mean GISTEMP data.
In order to account for uncertainty in proxy error and model covariance estimates, we generate 11 Monte
Carlo (MC) iterations for each prior; each MC iteration uses 100 randomly drawn ensemble members from
the prior and 75% of the proxy records. These “random” draws are seeded so that the same 100 calendar years
are drawn from each of the 10 model priors, and the same 25% of proxies are withheld from each MC realization for each CMIP5 model. All analyses discussed here use LMR reconstructions of SAT composed of the
11 MC assimilation realizations. In all ﬁgures, we show results from averaging over the 1,100 ensemble
member mean (100 ensemble members and 11 MC iterations for each CMIP5 prior). Results from this
“grand ensemble mean” show the best veriﬁcation against instrumental data (e.g., Hakim et al., 2016;
Tardif et al., 2019). Local and regional covariances are quite similar across models, but spatially remote covariances can vary substantially (Figure S1 in the supporting information). To minimize the effects of proxy
data inﬂuencing remote locations over unreasonably large distances, we localize the covariance estimate
using the window function described in Gaspari and Cohn (1999) with a length scale of 25,000 km (distance
to zero covariance). Further details about the LMR, including validation, sensitivity to model prior, PSM
type, localization, and calibration method, can be found in Tardif et al. (2019), Steiger et al. (2014), Hakim
et al. (2016), and Singh et al. (2018).
2.3. Calculating ROSI
Many climate indices rely on averages across large geographical regions; these regional averages may
obscure relationships with the global mean if locations within a given geographic region, such as the
North Paciﬁc or Southern Ocean, do not vary coherently. Consequently, we test grid point relationships with
GMSAT. Following Brown et al. (2015), we deﬁne a grid point as being a ROSI on interdecadal GMSAT if (1)
local SAT shows a statistically signiﬁcant relationship with GMSAT at a time lag of zero. To determine if
local and GMSAT show a statistically signiﬁcant relationship, from each grid point we draw 350 years of data
(1500–1849 CE), randomize the order of the time series, smooth the time series, calculate the correlation
against smoothed GMSAT, and repeat this procedure 1,000 times. This approach shows that local‐global correlation must be greater than 0.3 to exceed the 95% conﬁdence bound from the random draw. (2) The linear,
zero‐lag regression among local SAT and GMSAT is at least one. (3) Maximum cross correlations among
local SAT and GMSAT show maximum correlations when local SAT leads GMSAT by at least one year, with
a lead window up to 10 years in cross‐correlation calculations. Grid points meeting these three criteria
are stippled in Figures 2 and 4. A discussion of the potential limitations of this method can be found in
section 3.
We limit our ROSI analysis of LMR and CMIP5 LM data to 1500–1850 CE. During this time period, there
should be minimal impact of industrial era warming, and there is also relatively widespread proxy coverage
for use in the LMR. We remove the linear trend from all grid points during this time period and account for
latitude‐dependent grid box size in all global averages. The relationships among local grid points and
GMSAT in the CMIP5 LM data are relatively insensitive to the time period of analysis (e.g., 1500–1850 CE
or 850–1850 CE; not shown).
Brown et al. (2015) use monthly data, but here we use CMIP5 annual mean SAT data to facilitate comparison
with the annually resolved LMR data; when we compare CMIP5 monthly and annual mean results, similar
regions show signiﬁcant relationships with interdecadal GMSAT. Interdecadal ROSI are insensitive to cross‐
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correlation lead window (e.g., 5, 10, and 20 years). Here we use a third‐order, 10‐year low‐pass, Butterworth
ﬁlter (Butterworth, 1930) to smooth all SAT data before calculating relationships on interdecadal timescales
among local grid points and GMSAT. We ﬁnd that our results are insensitive to low‐pass ﬁlter method (e.g.,
Butterworth versus Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing) and low‐pass ﬁlter cutoff (e.g., 10, 15, or 20‐
year cutoff; not shown).
2.4. Calculating Coherence of Global Mean and Local Temperature Variability
Although the regression‐based ROSI method has been previously used to study regions driving GMSAT
variability, this method uses GMSAT as the predictor in the regression calculations. Therefore, we compare
results derived from the Brown et al. (2015) method with a multitaper spectral coherence approach (Mann &
Park, 1993; Thomson, 1982). We use the coherence and phase of local SAT time series and GMSAT in time‐
frequency space to test where local variability shows a signiﬁcant lead‐lag relationship with global variability
in CMIP5 and LMR data. At a given frequency ( f ), coherency estimates (C( f )) range between 0 and 1 with
increasing values when the local and global time series covary at a given frequency. We also use the phase
between the local and global mean variability to test the lead‐lag relationship between these time series. A
positive phase relationship indicates that local variability leads global variability, whereas a negative phase
would suggest that local variability lags global variability at this frequency. Regions in coherency maps are
stippled where two criteria are met: (1) local versus global coherency exceeds a noise threshold at the 95%
conﬁdence level. To generate the 95% upper conﬁdence bound for the interdecadal coherence calculations,
from each grid point we draw 350 years of data (1500–1849 CE), randomize the order of the time series, calculate the mean coherence with GMSAT at interdecadal timescales, and repeat this procedure 1,000 times;
this method shows that mean interdecadal coherence must exceed 0.44 to surpass the 95% noise threshold
(e.g., Amos & Koopmans, 1963; Priestley, 1981). We choose this 350‐year time series length to correspond
with the length of the 1500–1849 CE time period from the coherence analyses conducted on the CMIP5
LM and LMR data, but a slightly longer or shorter time series length (e.g., 500 years of data from 1350 to
1849 CE) does not signiﬁcantly change the coherence noise threshold. (2) The phase relationship between
local and global mean temperatures is positive, implying that local variability leads global mean variability.
Although coherence is calculated at multiple frequency ranges, here we use the average coherency and
phase at interdecadal (f < 0.1) timescales to correspond with the interdecadal ROSI calculations in
section 2.3.

3. Results
Traditionally, instrumental, paleoclimate, and climate model data have been used to study internal and
externally forced climate variability (e.g., Delworth et al., 1993; Jones, 1989; Manabe & Stouffer, 1996;
Mann et al., 1995; Mann & Park, 1994; Stouffer et al., 1994). Instrumental, climate model, and paleoclimate
data indicate that physically driven, coupled modes of internal variability may play a role in some degree of
regional and global temperature variations (e.g., Kushnir, 1994; Mann & Park, 1993, 1994; Mann et al., 1995;
Manabe & Stouffer, 1996). However, each of these data sources has its own spatial and temporal limitations,
and climate models often disagree on the regions that inﬂuence GMSAT (e.g., Brown et al., 2015). Here we
contrast results from 10 CMIP5 LM simulations and the LMR. We focus on ocean regions that may lead
GMSAT variability due to the potential role of the ocean in driving low‐frequency climate variability (e.g.,
Bjerknes, 1964; Delworth et al., 1993; Drijfhout, 2018; Frankignoul & Hasselmann, 1977; Hasselmann,
1976; Xie et al., 2016).
Figure 1 shows time series of interdecadal GMSAT in the 10 CMIP5 LM and LMR iterations using these
CMIP5 simulations as priors. The magnitude of GMSAT variability is lower in the LMR than in the
CMIP5 LM data. The lower magnitude of variability in the LMR is due to a combination of factors, including
the use of a ﬁxed prior for each year, disagreement in proxy time series, imperfect proxy PSMs, and sparse
proxy coverage (e.g., Singh et al., 2018). The use of a ﬁxed prior means that in the absence of proxy information, the ensemble mean anomaly of the reconstruction collapses to zero. Therefore, in years with geographically sparse and/or noisy proxy data, the ensemble mean global mean time series shows lower magnitude
variability than the variability in the model priors.
Temperature anomalies following large volcanic eruptions (e.g., 1601, 1641, 1695, 1808, 1815 CE; Gao et al.,
2008; Sigl et al., 2015) show global cooling in both CMIP5 LM and the LMR (Figure 1), but the proxy‐based
PARSONS AND HAKIM
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Figure 1. Time series of global mean surface air temperature (GMSAT) at interdecadal (>10 years) timescales in 10 LMR
iterations (top), each of which uses a CMIP5 Last Millennium simulation (bottom) as a model prior. Linear trends
have been removed, and time series are smoothed with a 10‐year low‐pass ﬁlter (section 2). Anomalies are relative to the
1500–1850 CE mean. Note the different y axis scales in the top and bottom panels. Gray lines show the volcanic
aerosol mass loading time series used in the NCAR CCSM4 past1000 experiment (Gao et al., 2008; Landrum et al., 2013).
LMR = Last Millennium Reanalysis; CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5.

reconstructions suggest less cooling following these eruptions relative to internal variability (e.g., Atwood
et al., 2016). Although the relative magnitude of GMSAT variability in the LMR is lower than the magnitude
of variability in the CMIP5 data, the relationships between local and global variability show similar magnitudes and patterns in these two data sources (e.g., Figures 2–5).
We compare results from all CMIP5 LM simulations and LMR reconstructions to (1) compare CMIP5 LM
models and LMR regions that signiﬁcantly inﬂuence interdecadal GMSAT, (2) test if LMR results are
sensitive to CMIP5 model prior, and (3) provide a comparison of each CMIP5 model prior with its
associated LMR output. This comparison allows us to better identify sensitivity in the LMR to model
prior covariances.
3.1. CMIP5 LM Surface Temperature
Here we compare ROSI results for CMIP5 LM models for the recent preinstrumental era. CMIP5 preindustrial control (Brown et al., 2015) and LM simulations show that the tropical Paciﬁc inﬂuences GMSAT on
interannual timescales (not shown). There is also general agreement in the instrumental record that the tropical Paciﬁc plays a signiﬁcant role in inﬂuencing GMSAT on these timescales (e.g., Halpert & Ropelewski,
1992; Mann & Park, 1994; Zhang et al., 1997).
CMIP5 LM models disagree on which regions are associated with GMSAT on interdecadal timescales.
Although transient forcing in CMIP5 LM simulations appears to synchronize temperature variability over
the lower latitudes (Figure 2) as compared to CMIP5 preindustrial control simulations (Figures S2 and
S3), there is still little intermodel agreement in the CMIP5 LM simulations in terms of which regions show
signiﬁcant lead‐lag relationships with GMSAT. For example, certain CMIP5 LM models such as MIROC‐
ESM and MPI‐ESM‐P suggest that the tropical Paciﬁc inﬂuences interdecadal GMSAT variability.
However, the remaining CMIP5 LM models show that varying combinations of the Southern Ocean,
North Paciﬁc, or North Atlantic may signiﬁcantly inﬂuence interdecadal GMSAT (Figure 2). Although these
models may broadly agree on which ocean basins are associated with GMSAT, there are large intermodel
PARSONS AND HAKIM
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Figure 2. Regressions of global mean surface air temperature (GMSAT) on local temperature at interdecadal (>10 years) timescales in the CMIP5 Last Millennium
(past1000) simulations, 1500–1850 CE. Stippling denotes local geographic regions of signiﬁcant inﬂuence (ROSI) on GMSAT at interdecadal timescales
(section 2). Map in lower right corner shows mean regressions across all CMIP5 Last Millennium models, with stippling showing grid points where at least 6 out of
10 models agree a location is a ROSI. CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5.

disagreements on speciﬁc local regions within these basins (e.g., Brown et al., 2015). For example, models
such as BCC‐CSM1‐1, FGOALS‐s2, HadCM3, and IPSL‐CM5A‐LR suggest that various parts of the
northwest Paciﬁc are important, whereas CCSM4, GISS‐E‐2R, and MPI‐ESM‐P suggest the northeastern
extratropical Paciﬁc (Figure 2). A few models agree on speciﬁc ROSI regions, but there are effectively no
regions where at least 6 out of 10 of the CMIP5 LM models agree that a region inﬂuences interdecadal
GMSAT. The one exception is a small geographic region in the extratropical North Atlantic off the coast
of eastern North America (lower right panel, Figure 2), where most models show some inﬂuence on
interdecadal GMSAT.
The regression‐based ROSI approach shows which regions are most strongly associated with GMSAT variability, but this method uses GMSAT as the predictor in the regression calculations (Brown et al., 2015).
Therefore, we test these regression‐based results using a spectral coherence approach (section 2). The shading in Figure 3 shows the mean interdecadal (>10‐year period) coherence between local temperature and
GMSAT variability. Stippling shows where coherence is signiﬁcant, and local temperature leads GMSAT
at interdecadal timescales (section 2). Although the shading in these interdecadal coherency maps generally
shows a strong relationship between the tropics and GMSAT, there is little agreement among models
in terms of which local regions both lead and show a signiﬁcant relationship with GMSAT at these
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Figure 3. Spectral coherence (C( f )) of local temperature and global mean surface air temperature (GMSAT) at interdecadal (f < 0.1) timescales in the CMIP5 Last
Millennium (past1000) simulations, 1500–1850 CE. Stippling denotes local geographic regions where the global versus local relationship exceeds the noise
threshold, and local variability leads global variability at interdecadal timescales (section 2). Map in lower right corner shows mean coherence across all CMIP5 Last
Millennium models, with stippling showing grid points where at least 6 out of 10 models agree that a location shows a signiﬁcant lead relationship with the global
mean at interdecadal timescales. CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5.

timescales (Figure 3). These spectral coherency‐based results generally conﬁrm the major results of the
regression ROSI‐based method: there is little agreement among CMIP5 LM simulations in terms of which
local regions lead GMSAT and show signiﬁcant relationships with GMSAT at interdecadal timescales.
3.2. LMR Surface Temperature
We have generated output from 10 LMR experiments (section 2), one for each of the 10 CMIP5 LM models as
prior for the data assimilation algorithm. We compare LMR results using these different model priors to test
if our results are robust to the model prior. In Figure 4, we show regressions among GMSAT and local SAT in
each LMR experiment, with stippling showing ROSI on interdecadal GMSAT. Results emphasize primarily
extratropical locations as the key regions that inﬂuence interdecadal GMSAT variability, but ﬁve of the LMR
experiments (using BCC‐CSM1‐1, CCSM4, FGOALS‐s2, HadCM3, IPSL‐CM5A‐LR, and MRI‐CGCM3 as
model priors) also show that varying parts of the central and eastern tropical Paciﬁc are ROSI. The stippling
in the lower right panel in Figure 4 shows where at least 6 out of 10 LMR experiments agree that a region
signiﬁcantly inﬂuences GMSAT. Almost all LMR conﬁgurations that we tested show central Asia, the extratropical northeastern North Paciﬁc region near the Gulf of Alaska, and the North Atlantic region near
Greenland and Iceland are ROSI.
PARSONS AND HAKIM
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Figure 4. Regressions of global mean surface air temperature (GMSAT) on local temperature at interdecadal (>10 years) timescales in 10 iterations of the LMR,
each using one of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5 Last Millennium simulations (section 2) as the model prior, 1500–1850 CE. Stippling
denotes local geographic regions of signiﬁcant inﬂuence (ROSI) on GMSAT at interdecadal timescales (section 2). Map in lower right corner shows mean regressions across all LMR iterations, with stippling marking regions in which at least 6 out of 10 LMR experiments agree that a location is a ROSI. LMR = Last
Millennium Reanalysis.

These results are relatively insensitive to the number of proxies used. For example, we conducted separate
LMR experiments in which we withheld 0%, 25%, 50%, or 75% of proxies in each MC iteration of the reconstruction. We also conducted an LMR experiment in which we limited the proxy network to the ~500
annually resolved paleoclimate PAGES2k Phase 2 records (Emile‐Geay et al., 2017). Moreover, we tested a
ﬁxed proxy network using only proxies with constant coverage through the time period of analysis. All of
these experiments show similar results (Figure S4). Furthermore, these regions tend to show signiﬁcant relationships with the GMSAT in each separate LMR MC iteration (as opposed to the 11 MC iteration mean,
which is shown in Figure 4). The consistency of these results suggests that the inﬂuence of extratropical
regions in the North Paciﬁc and North Atlantic on interdecadal GMSAT variability is a robust signal in
the preindustrial climate system as reconstructed by current annually resolved proxy data in the
LMR framework.
As we did for the CMIP5 LM simulations, here we compare the LMR regression‐based ROSI results to
those results from the spectral coherence method. The shading in Figure 5 shows the mean interdecadal
(>10‐year period) coherence between local temperature and GMSAT variability in the LMR, and stippling shows where this coherency is signiﬁcant and local temperature leads GMSAT at interdecadal
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Figure 5. Spectral coherence (C( f )) of local temperature and global mean surface air temperature (GMSAT) at interdecadal (f < 0.1) timescales in 10 iterations of
the LMR, each using one of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5 Last Millennium simulations (section 2) as the model prior 1500–1850 CE. Stippling
denotes local geographic regions where the global versus local relationship exceeds the noise threshold, and local variability leads global variability at interdecadal
timescales (section 2). Map in lower right corner shows mean coherence across all LMR iterations, with stippling showing grid points where at least 6 out of 10 LMR
experiments agree that a location shows a signiﬁcant lead relationship with the global mean at interdecadal timescales. LMR = Last Millennium Reanalysis.

timescales (section 2). Although approximately half of the LMR coherency maps show a strong relationship
between the tropics and GMSAT at interdecadal timescales, the regions that lead GMSAT are similar to those
found in the ROSI approach: north central Asia, the North Paciﬁc, North Atlantic, Arctic, and central Paciﬁc
(Figure 5). The stippling in these coherency maps generally conﬁrms the regression‐based ROSI LMR results
that the North Paciﬁc, North Atlantic, and central Asia regions have a signiﬁcant leading relationship with
GMSAT at interdecadal timescales.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Despite the potential importance of low‐frequency climate variability, we have a limited understanding of
the drivers of GMSAT variability at interdecadal timescales. Here we use the LMR framework to examine
the geographic regions where local variability shows a signiﬁcant relationship with interdecadal GMSAT
variability. The LMR uses an ensemble Kalman ﬁlter data assimilation approach to combine paleoclimate
data and climate model simulations to generate annually resolved multivariate ﬁeld reconstructions of the
instrumental and preinstrumental era (e.g., Hakim et al., 2016; Steiger et al., 2014; Tardif et al., 2019).
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We test if CMIP5 LM simulations agree on which regions inﬂuence GMSAT at interdecadal timescales and
contrast these model‐based results with results from the LMR. A coherence analysis of local SAT and
GMSAT indicates that there is some agreement among CMIP5 LM simulations that the tropics may inﬂuence interdecadal GMSAT variability (Figure 3). Although individual CMIP5 simulations show general
agreement on ocean basins driving GMSAT, there is little agreement on which local regions drive GMSAT
at interdecadal timescales (Figures 2 and 3). By contrast, the LMR consistently shows that the middle‐ to
high‐latitude North Paciﬁc, high‐latitude North Atlantic, and central Asia tend to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence
interdecadal GMSAT variability (Figures 4 and 5). Despite differences between the CMIP LM simulations
and LMR, the ensemble means of the CMIP5 LM and LMR regression and coherence maps reveal general
agreement in terms of which regions are related to interdecadal GMSAT (bottom right corners Figures 2
and 4). Both data sources agree that GMSAT is strongly related to tropical and high‐latitude variability over
oceans, but the midlatitude Southern Ocean and central, midlatitude North Paciﬁc show weaker relationships with GMSAT, especially when relying on the regression‐based ROSI method. Indeed, recent model‐
based work has shown that prescribed heat ﬂuxes in the North Paciﬁc may play an important role in driving
global climate variability (Praetorius et al., 2018), and the North Atlantic can inﬂuence low‐frequency
GMSAT variability (Stolpe et al., 2018).
Although the LMR‐based results appear to be robust, there are several limitations associated with using the
LMR framework to combine the available paleoclimate network and climate model data to examine local
SAT variability. We discuss potential limitations related to (1) paleoclimate data locations and (2) model covariances in the following two paragraphs. We then include a brief discussion of pseudoproxy experimental
results that test the ability of the LMR framework to reconstruct decadal variability using model covariances
combined with the LMR database proxy locations.
1. Potential limitations related to paleoclimate data locations: Most of the annually resolved paleoclimate
data used in the reconstructions presented here are from trees in the Northern Hemisphere; this uneven,
Northern Hemisphere‐weighted proxy network may bias our view of preinstrumental climate variability.
Yet the air temperature results presented here appear robust across a variety of LMR experimental conﬁgurations withholding various percentages of proxies (Figure S4) and if we use the Mann et al. (2009)
Climate Field Reconstruction SAT data (Figure S5). However, the northeastern Paciﬁc ROSI in the
LMR does not appear when we withhold all North American tree ring records from our LMR reconstruction. This decreased signal in the Northern Hemisphere is perhaps not surprising given the number of
proxy records (and relative proportion of information) from North American trees. More paleoclimate
data are needed to provide information about Southern Hemisphere, middle‐ to high‐latitude climate
variability, and its potential drivers. A temporally and geographically expanded, annually resolved,
paleoclimate network in the tropics and over the Southern Hemisphere would likely improve regional
temperature reconstructions.
2. Potential limitations related to covariances in the climate model priors: If a prior consistently misrepresents climate variability, the LMR results will likely also reﬂect this model bias. For example, if
an internal mode of variability (e.g., the El Niño–Southern Oscillation) unrealistically dominates a
model's covariance, then the spatial teleconnections associated with this mode of variability could
inﬂuence the LMR posterior. Here we attempt to circumvent this potential limitation by creating
multiple LMR reconstructions using various climate model priors and report results where most
LMR reconstructions agree.
To test the ability of the LMR framework to reconstruct the timing of decadal temperature variability over
data‐sparse regions, we conduct a series of pseudoproxy experiments. In these pseudoproxy experiments,
we sample SAT pseudo‐observations of 2‐m air temperature from the model data at the LMR database proxy
locations. We then add noise to each pseudo‐observation to match the signal‐to‐noise ratio of its associated
proxy record. We use these pseudo‐observations in the data assimilation framework to reconstruct SAT
1500–1849 CE (see Text S1 for a more detailed description of the pseudoproxy experimental setup). Grid
point correlations between interdecadal SAT in the model and the pseudoproxy posteriors (1500–1849 CE)
show that the proxy locations used in the LMR framework over this time period capture the timing of decadal variability over most ocean regions, with the exception of certain regions in the Southern Ocean
(Figure S6), where variability is underestimated by the LMR.
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Despite the limitations of the data assimilation framework, the LMR provides a new data‐model hybrid perspective on preinstrumental climate variability using the latest annually resolved paleoclimate data. These
ﬁeld reconstructions of past climate can be used to better constrain the dynamics of past climate variability.
Speciﬁcally, the LMR results presented here show that the central and northern Paciﬁc, North Atlantic, and
central Asia regions are associated with interdecadal air temperature variability, which are not as consistently evident in CMIP5 simulations of the LM. We hypothesize that in CMIP5 LM simulations, “top‐down”
external forcing (e.g., cooling following volcanic eruptions) appears to drive much of the low‐frequency
climate variability, particularly in the tropics (e.g., Parsons et al., 2017). By contrast, the LMR could be capturing a stronger “bottom up” signal of internal, low‐frequency variability from within the climate system.
Although we have not examined the physical mechanisms that may drive preindustrial, internal climate
variability, a possible source of bottom up natural decadal variability could include heat ﬂuxes from
middle‐latitude and high‐latitude ocean regions, such as the North Atlantic or North Paciﬁc (e.g.,
Praetorius et al., 2018; Stolpe et al., 2018) or the Southern Ocean. These ocean‐atmosphere coupled
relationships could be further investigated by examining surface energy budgets and ocean heat content
in the LMR and model priors to examine the mechanisms responsible for driving climate variability.
Furthermore, here we examine grid point relationships with GMSAT, but spatially consistent climate modes
associated with low‐frequency climate variability could be examined in both model simulations and the
LMR (e.g., Wills et al., 2019, 2018). Among other advances, the LMR paleoclimate data assimilation
framework could be improved by employing physically based proxy system forward models (e.g., Dee
et al., 2015, 2016, 2017), and linear inverse modeling methods could increase year‐to‐year memory in
LMR reconstructions (e.g., Perkins & Hakim, 2017). Further studies of mismatches (and agreements) in
the regional patterns and timing of variability in the LMR and climate model data may provide some insights
into the robustness of model results (e.g., PAGES 2k Consortium, 2019) or how to improve model
simulations of the preindustrial climate.
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